SIDE PANELS

FOR MEDICAL CABINETS

With Tonon by Pegasus Medical side panels your
cabinets will now accommodate ISO trays and baskets
to fit your available space.

TILT FUNCTION

DIMENSIONS

Modules can tilt when pulled out, so they are
easier to access and use, especially the ones
at the top of the cabinet.

Side panels are available for 40 cm and
60 cm deep cabinets:
- Type E = 40 cm
- Type U = 60 cm

Modules will then return to their standard
positions to assure maximum storage
capacity per cabinet.

Different heights are possible using
individual segments.

MATERIAL

PANEL WHEELS

ABS plastic.
Injection-molded.
Abrasion-resistant.
Light-weight, recyclable.

Panel wheels (optional accessory) can
be added without tools to your side
panel even after installation.
They make modules easier to pull out
for loads over 5 kg up to 15 kg.
For very heavy loads, please use
telescopic slides.

SIDE PANELS FUNCTIONALITY
Variable arrangement of modules.

CUTTING PANELS

Optimal use of storage space.

The “Tilt” panels (both type E & U) can
be cut using preexisting cutting lines
for smaller sections both in depth
and in height.

Ergonomic.
Provides well-organized and
less expensive storage.
Tall cabinet accommodates up to 15
baskets measuring 60x40x10 cm.

STOP FUNCTION
The stop function prevents the
modules from accidentally falling out
when pulled.
Two stop positions possible for both
horizontal and tilt position.
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Small cut panels are often used for
30 cm depth cabinets and for over
cupboards.

SIDE PANELS

FOR MEDICAL CABINETS

FLEX PANELS
4 INSERTIONS

SYMMETRICAL

ACCESSORIES

For horizontal or angled
basket insertion.

Left or right.

Support wheel for “flex”
side panel (PNLWHEEL)

Flex Panel U-Type
Depth 60 cm,
Height 30 cm
PNL(EU) (USA: PNL-U)

Flex Panel E-Type
Depth 40 cm,
Height 30 cm
PNL(EU) (USA: PNL-E)

TILT PANELS
9 INSERTIONS

FUNCTIONALITY

ACCESSORIES

For maximum
storage

Tilt functionality while
modules are pulled out

Support wheels for “tilt”
side panel (PNWL-SET)

Tilt Panel E-Type
Depth 36.5 cm,
Height 37.5 cm
PNL(E)-NW (USA: PNL-E-N)

Tilt Panel U-Type
Depth 56.5 cm,
Height 37.5 cm
PNL(U)-NW (USA: PNL-U-N)

TELESCOPIC SLIDES
Tonon by Pegasus Medical offers you the possibility of combining telescopic slides
made of high-quality steel that can hold up to 40 kg.

BBG-RK-U (60 cm)

BBG-RK-E (40 cm)

* For safety reason it is not
allowed to load more than
10 kg in baskets placed on
telescopic slides at upper
levels (above 140 cm)
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